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Maintenance Window 
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Credit Memo V2 Enhancements 
Payables Lockbox version 2017.4 provides a new ability for a client to auto add negative credit line items to an invoice that 

it is being applied to.  

Configuring for Auto-Add Negative Credit Memo Line Items 

In the invoice Config, an administrator can set the option whether or not the system will create negative credit line items 
when a credit memo is applied to an invoice.  

Applying a Credit Memo with Negative Line Item Configuration 

 

If the invoice config “Auto Add Negative Credit Line Item” is on, negative line items will be automatically added to the 

invoice when a credit memo is applied.    

 

Below are sections and diagrams of how the process works in two separate scenarios.    

Scenario 1:   Open credit is less than the invoice amount.   

When the open credit amount is less than the invoice amount, the line items from the open credit are copied to the 

invoice.   The line item amounts that are copied to the invoice are set to negative amounts.    All data from the line item 

is copied including reference, memo fields, departments, etc.  After the line items are copied the open credit is updated 

to the applied credit status, and the remaining amount on the credit is set to $0.    
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Scenario 2:   Open credit is greater than the invoice amount   

This scenario is similar to scenario 1, but in this scenario the end user must specify the amount for each line item to be 

applied to the invoice.   After the line items are copied to the invoice, the open credit stays open and has a lower remaining 

amount per line item that was specified by the end user.   The invoice will move to a “Paid by Credit” Status. 

 

Unapply Credit Memo from the invoice with Negative Line Items 

 

A user can also unapply a credit memo from an invoice.  When this is done:  

a. The system will delete the negative line items from the invoice that were automatically added. 

b. The system will add the amount applied of line item back to the correspondent line item of open credit. 

Open credit User Interface Changes 

On an open credit the system will display the list of applied credits. 
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If invoice config “Auto Add Negative Credit Line Item” is on, the amount label on the expense line items grid will change 

too “Remaining Amount” for open and applied invoices. 

 

 

Fields locked down after negative line items are copied from Credit to invoice: 

Certain fields on an invoice, open or applied credit will be locked when the Auto Add Negative Line Item feature is on. 

 

On an open or applied credit  

 

 The line item GL code and amount cannot be edited. 

 The line item cannot be deleted from an Open or applied credit. 

 

On an existing invoice to which a credit was applied 

 

 The line item GL code and amount cannot be edited on the negative line items that were added. 

 The negative line items auto added cannot be deleted from the invoice.  

The fields are locked so that an open credit remaining balance can remain intact, but also so the system can effectively 
unapply a credit from an invoice if this is needed.  Users that need to edit an existing line item on an open credit or invoice 
would need to unapply the credit from the invoice so then edits could be made. 
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GL Template Percent Allocation 

Previously, the GL Line Item template functionality could not auto-assign an amount to a line item when multiple line 
items were save to a template.  This new functionality allows for a user to set default amount %’s per line item in a 
template.  In this section, we will illustrate:   

 How a GL % is set for a line item in a template 

 How the GL % calculation can be configured and how it’s calculated 

 When line item amount %’s are calculated 

NOTE:  In this current version, the current line item template file import was not updated to yet accommodate the GL % 
designation.  This functionality is only available for updating in the application.  The next version will include an ability to 
import a line item % in the file import.   

Setting a GL Line Item Percentage in a Template 

There are two places to update a GL Line Item template for a vendor, a) from the ‘Default Line Item Templates’ tab when 
opening up the Vendor popup from the invoice Detail page, and b) from the Vendor detail record directly under the 
Administration menu.  Either option requires the user to have the permissions to edit Vendor Line Item templates.  In both 
scenarios, the system has now been updated to allow a user to specify a line item % per line item.  The screenshot below 
illustrates this: 

 

Furthermore, when the line item template is saved, the % can now be seen in the template grid: 
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How the GL Line Item Percentage is Calculated and can be Configured  

 

When the system uses saved GL Template line item percentages to auto-calculate line item amounts, there are situations 

where the calculation could result in the line item amounts adding up to a different amount than the invoice.  Below is 

the logic used in this situation: 

 If the total GL % of the selected group is 100%, and if the calculation of the total amount of applied line items 
ends up NOT equaling the invoice amount, the 1st line item will be auto adjusted.  

Additionally, when saving a GL % to a line item template, the following validation is applied in order to save the GL 

template: 

 If entered, GL % cannot be negative.  

 If entered, the percentage value of each line item must be decimal. 

 GL % must be <=100%. The total GL % per group of line item templates cannot exceed 100%. 

 If the total % is less than 100%, this is OK and %’s will just be calculated accordingly  

When the GL Line Item Percentage is Calculated 

If a line item template is auto-applied to an invoice, the line item amounts should automatically be populated on the 
invoice.  Additionally, if a line item template is applied manually using the Apply Line Item Template button, the line item 
amounts will be populated if GL %’s are specified on the template.  Below is a sample of a template that was saved and 
how that template was applied and the corresponding results. 

Below is a template that was saved with GL %’s specified: 

 

From the Apply Line Item template button on the invoice Detail, this template is selected: 
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Once OK is selected to apply the template, the line items are populated with calculated amounts: 

 

New Duplicate invoice Logic 
Previously, duplicate invoice logic was limited to just two options. We’ve now updated the logic for the users to have 

more options to check duplicate invoices.  In release 2017.4, the users can do duplicate invoice checking by: 

a) invoice number,  

b) Account number, invoice date, and amount 

c) invoice number, account number, invoice date, and amount 

Note that duplicate checking for ALL scenarios above automatically assumes check against company and vendor.    

A combination of these options can be set, but there is validation limiting this to the following scenarios: 

 Only one flag duplicates by is checked.  

 Options a) and b) above can be checked together, but c) cannot be checked (checking a) and b) together is 

checking each of the scenarios separately, while c) is using all the logic together as a single check) 
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Additional Features  

Below is a list of selected features that were also added in this release.  Not all are listed, but these are ones to note 
outside of the other features already documented above. 

S15322 Add reset to default button to sortbox, client default 

S15484 Add Clear Selection button to Valid Approval table on Confirmation Page 

S15775 

Quickbooks integration needs a setting to turn off pre-fixing check stub notes and other memo fields 

with redundant text 

DE7496 

Checking 'Mail To' on invoice should allow payments with different vendor and bank account country 

codes 

S15913 Caliber integration not capturing detailed error messages when invoice/payment import fails 

S15545 Allow Editing of Deleted Bank Accounts 

S15321 Display and edit next EFT file number in client ACH system config 

New Role Permissions 

No new Role Permissions added. 

Type Id Action Target Status Description 

      

      

      

      

 

 


